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A continuum lattice gas model is applied to a finite slab of monovalent ionic crystal exhibiting either Schottky or
Frenkel disorder. Under the condition of a completely blocking electrode attached at one end and an ohmic
electrode at the other, expressions are derived for the diffuse layer differential capacitance. Results are presented
both for arbitrary fractional bulk defect concentration and diffuse-layer surface potential; our results agree with
earlier work in the limits of low concentrations and low potentials. For sufficiently thin crystals the expected
geometric capacitance is recovered, while at large crystal lengths the deviation of the differential capacitance from
its semi-infinite approximation becomes exponentially small. For surface potentials at least 2.89 times larger than
the thermal voltage conventional Gouy-Chapman theory predicts a crystal length at which the differential
capacitance goes through a minimum before exhibiting the behavior of the geometric capacitance. Analytic
expressions for the location and depth of these minima are obtained. At nonzero fractional bulk defect concentration and increasing surface potential, the effect of finite ion size embodied in the lattice gas statistics eliminates the
length-dependent minima and increases the crystal length necessary for the semi-infinite results to he valid.

I.

INTRODUCTION

region causes a drastic reduction in the diffuse
differential capacitance when compared to the
corresponding Gouy-Chapman expression.
Recent work by Georgiev, Martinov, and
Ouroushev'r':" is closely related to this study
since it attempts to construct space charge waves
from the Gouy-Chapman solutions applied to
finite-length boundary conditions. Unfortunately, as we mention in Section II and demonstrate in Appendix A, their analysis contains
several errors which invalidate most if not all of
their conclusions.
The effects of finite crystal length for the electrode conditions considered here have, to our
knowledge, never been extensively studied, even
for the Gouy-Chapman case. Hence, this work
establishes the results appropriate both for low
defect concentrations as well as the regime where
lattice gas statistics dominate. From this analysis
one obtains a quantitative estimate of the accuracy of approximating the differential capacitance of a finite crystal with the intrinsic (length
independent) result appropriate for a semiinfinite system.
It should, however, be pointed out that the
present work is still a continuum approach,
which requires that many crystal lattice planes be

In an earlier paper} the equilibrium space charge
and differential capacitance associated with semiinfinite monovalent ionic crystals exhibiting
Schottky or Frenkel disorder were analyzed. The
purpose of the present work is to generalize this
continuum lattice gas treatment to crystals of
finite length with a blocking electrode at the left
and an ohmic electrode at the right. In particular, the behavior of the diffuse double layer
differential capacitance as a function of crystal
length, applied potential, and bulk defect concentration is investigated.
The introduction of non-interacting lattice
gas statistics reflects Some of the consequences
of finite ion size, yet it maintains most of the
conceptual and mathematical simplicity of the
conventional Gouy-Chapman Theory.V' An immediate consequence of the lattice gas model
is a maximum allowed defect concentration.
Such a limitation, while only relevant in the bulk
for a system with a large defect concentration,
becomes very important for large applied potentials in the vicinity of the blocking electrode,
where a region of constant charge density develops when defects of both sign are mobile. This
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contained within a Debye length of the material.
In addition, recent calculations." using a heuristic
Frumkin-like" correction to model the detailed
microscopic interactions between the charged
defects, indicate that deviations from simple lattice gas results can be expected.
To place this analysis in perspective and connect it to earlier research, a conscious effort is
made to reduce results to both the limits of low
defect concentration and low surface potential.
Thus, the domains of validity of the standard
treatments become more apparent.
The contents of this paper are divided into the
following four sections. In Section II the model is
set up and the basic definitions are introduced.
Section III contains the relevant electrostatics
asymptotic expressions for the charge on the
ohmic electrode as a function of crystal length,
and a derivation of the equations of the diffuse
differential capacitance. A detailed treatment of
the differential capacitance for infinite length
systems is presented in Section IV. While this
was the focus of much of the earlier work, it is
repeated here for completeness and to make the
finite length results comprehensible. In addition,
several new analytic approximations are introduced which yield a simple characterization of
the curves of differential capacitance us potential
as the fractional bulk defect concentration varies
from 0 to 1.
The actual finite-length crystal analysis is done
in Section V. There it is shown that for small
lengths One recovers the geometric capacitance
while for large lengths the deviation of the
differential capacitance from its semi-infinite
value becomes exponentially small. For the
Gouy-Chapman limit one has for large enough
potentials that the differential capacitance goes
through a minimum when considered as a function of crystal length. Numerical results are presented which seem to indicate that such minima
might be measured for an Agel single crystal at
various temperatures. Finally, the effects of lattice gas statistics On both these minima and the
approach to semi-infinite behavior are analyzed.
II

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

For the purposes of this paper the crystal is
assumed to be a laterally infinite slab of continuous material st~r~ing at position x = 0 and ending
at x = l. In addition the system is imagined to be

connected to a blocking electrode at the left of
zero. An ohmic electrode is attached at x = 1 and
is joined via an external emf to the blocking
electrode. The electrostatic potential is designated by l/J(x) with l/J(O)== l/Jd' Let 0"0 be the total
charge per unit area for x < 0 and O"{ the surface
charge density of the ohmic electrode. Charge
conservation then demands that
(1)

where O"d is the net charge per unit area in the
region 0 < x < l.
The condition and properties of the blocking
electrode-material interface and any associated
surface charge density are not considered in this
paper; thus only diffuse layer effects are dealt
with. For Frenkel systems, a model involving
surface kink sites was developed in our earlier
paper.' There it was shown that one could
characterize the total differential capacitance by
an equivalent circuit involving separate contributions of surface and diffuse charge distributions.
In this work only the latter is treated.
Let N denote the concentration of anion (or
cation) sites and Co the common bulk concentration of positive and negative space charge. For
Schottky systems these Co charge concentrations
are associated with negative and positive ion
vacancies, respectively. For Frenkel disorder the
positive charge density is due to cation interstitials, while the negative charge density is produced by the resulting cation vacancies. In order
to condense the. formalism the convention is
adopted that. the negative and positive defect
concentrations are designated by C1(X) and C2(X),
respectively. The presence of the ohmic electrode requires that

(2)
Since we assume two interstitials per cation site,
structure factors Si are defined with S1 = 1 always,
and S2 = 1 for Schottky disorder and 82 = 2 for
Frenkel disorder.
An important parameter in characterizing the
system is the fractional bulk defect concentration
given by
8==co/N.

(3)

An. appro~riate free energy minimization ernploying lattice gas statistics and coarse-grained
potential interactions leads':" to the following
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the relations

normalized charge distributions:

0/(0) = o/d}.
0/(1) = 0

Here </J(X) is the normalized electrostatic potential,
<P (X) == o/(x )e
kT

(6)

X==x/Lo'

where for bulk dielectric constant

= [sBkT/81Te

I
O"d

= eJ[C2(X)-C1(X)] dx,

(12)

o

and it is of course true that from (9) and (10) Eq.
(1) follows immediately and does not constitute
an additional constraint.
In normalized form Eqs. (9) through (11) can
be written as
(13)

SB,

2N8]l/2.

(11)

Since only two of these four boundary conditions
can be arbitrarily specified, one concludes that of
the four physical variables o/d' 0"0, ab and I only
two are independent. By definition one has

(5)

with e being the unit of positive electric charge,
k the Boltzmann constant, and T the absolute
temperature. The normalized position variable X
is measured in units of Debye length,

Lo
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(7)

The crystal slab is then contained in the region
O::::;XsL, with

(14)

(8)

The continuum approach inherent in the derivation of Eq. (4) is valid only if L o is much larger
than the crystal lattice spacing.
III

(15)

where we have introduced the following definitions:

FIELD EQUATIONS AND
DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITANCE

The Eq. (4) distributions give the potential dependence of the space charge concentrations. To
obtain spatial dependence one must use Poisson's equation, which in the bulk material has
the form,

(16)

Here the parameter g'l is simply the normalized
electric field at the ohmic electrode. The normalized bulk charge can be defined similarly as
The appropriate boundary conditions found by a
simple application of Gauss's law are
SB_

41T

0/'(0) = -ao}

=

Qd -

O"d

2c oeLo
L

,

(10)

-SB 0/'(1 ) = al
41T

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. However, in addition one already has

18
=2 J[SlC1(X)-SICJ(X»dX.
o

(17)

In solving the system of Eqs. (12) through (14),
the solution can be considered to be a function

I
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of 8 and any two of </>d' L, 0 0 , and ~I' Physically
it seems most appropriate to take L as given;
however, it is more convenient mathematically to
take </>d and g'l as explicitly free and to calculate
all other parameters from these two.
Using Eq. (4) one sees that Eq. (13) is equivalent to the following first-order system:

and

1 d
he</>, 8) = 2;) d</>
X{S2ln
+S1 1n

[exP(-eI»+(~-1)]

[exp(</»+(~1-1)]}.

(21)

Hence, on integrating dT//dX from </> = 0 (X = L)
to eI>(X) one finds
1/2 = g'?+ 0- 1 In [1 + R] (eI>, 0)].

(22)

Here the index J stands for either s (Schottky) or
f (Frenkel) with

R s (</>,8) = 48(1- 8) sinh" (</>/2)

(23)

and

R/(eI>, 8) = 48 sinh? (eI>/2)
x [0-0/2f+ 0(\-0) exp(-</»]. (24)
Here -h(eI>, 8) is just the normalized charge density. Except for Schottky systems with 8 = 1
(whose solution is treated separately later in this
section), the flow associated with Eq. (18) has its
only fixed point at the origin of the eI> -1/ plane.
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix,
a(1/, h)/a(</>, 1/), evaluated at (0,0) are
2,
0
A±=±A=±[I-- (S1+ S2)]1/
2S1 S2

(19)

leading to A = ~ for Schottky systems and
A ="J 1- (*)8 for Frenkel disorder. Thus (0, 0) is a
saddle point!" of the system described by Eq.
(18), and in the resulting phase space (</>-1/
plane) portrait of the flow there is a trajectory
which tends to the origin with increasing X only
in the quadrants for which </> and 1/ differ in sign.
Thus, given a non-zero </>d' there is a unique
solution to Eqs. (13) to OS) only for ~l = 0 or
sgn (~l) =sgn (</>d), where sgn (x) = x/lxl. The
choice ~l = 0 is exactly the L = 00 case, and in this
situation for large X, eI> is proportional to
ex""? (-AX).
To proceed further in solving Eq. (3) one
notes that
(20)

Since 0::5 0 ::51, both R, and R, are strictly nonnegative.
For the limiting case of el>d = 0 one sees from
Eq. (22) and Rolle's theorem 11 that if g'l" 0
there is no solution to Eq. (13) which satisfies the
boundary conditions of Eqs. (14) and (15).
Hence, the only solution with el>d = 0 has g'l =0
and eI>(X)=O.
In the dilute concentration limit where 8 tends
to 0, the lattice gas distributions of Eq. (4)
reduce to Boltzmann distributions. For this case,
hereafter referred to as the Gouy-Chapman
limir':", one sees that h(eI>, 0 = 0) simplifies to the
familiar form 9 •12 of sinh (eI», while 8- 11n [1 +
RAeI>, 0)] for both Schottky and Frenkel disorders becomes 4 sinh" (</>/2).
The case of "total dissociation", 0 = 1, requires special examination only for Schottky systems where Rs(eI>, 1)=0 and (d<p/dXf=~r Thus
Eqs. (3) and (15) have the unique solution

eI>(X) = el>Al-(~del>d)X]

(25)

with L = el>d/~l and 0 0 = g'!. For el>d '/= 0 and g'1 = 0
or sgn (g'l)'/=sgn (eI>d) there is no solution.
For the more general case of </>d '/= 0 and a
Frenkel system with 0::5 0 ::5 1 or a Schottky system with 0::50 < 1, one can further characterize
the solutions. From Eq. (22) it is obvious that
only for ~l = 0 (the semi-infinite case) could
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7J(Xo) = 0 for a finite value of X o. However, this
would still imply that R J(</>, 0) = 0, which requires cP(Xo) = O. Since (0,0) is a fixed point of
Eq. (18), one concludes that </>(X)=O, which is
impossible for </>d =!=- O. Therefore, T/(X) can only
vanish at X = 00. As a simple corollary one sees
that </> can vanish only at X = L. For if at some
X, it is true that 0 < X, < Land </>(XI ) = 0, then
by Rolle's theorem there must exist an X 2 with
Xl < X2 < Land T/ (X2 ) = O. This agrees with the
analysis of Grimley'? who, although he considered different boundary (electrode) conditions,
showed that a lattice gas treatment does not
allow the charge density to vanish at any point
inside a finite crystal. Thus, IcP(X)1 (or equivalently, cP(X)/</>d) is a strictly monotone decreasing
function of X for 0:::; X:::; L. Therefore, one has
that
(26)

From Eqs. (22) and (26) one deduces the result,

dcP _
(A-. )[ 2 In [1 + RA</>,
- dX- sgn 'I'd g'1 +
0

0]]1/

= FJ(</>, g'b 0),

2

(27)

which with Eq. (14) yields

0 0 = FJ(</>d' g'"

0).

(28)

One can now unambiguously solve for X as a
function of </>. The result is that
<1>d

XC</>, g'b 0) =

f

F (
J

q,

dy
g' 0)'
Y, b

(29)

From Eqs. (4) and (29) one obtains implicit
equations (through </» for the space charge concentrations as a function of position. Letting cP
tend to 0 in Eq. (29), one obtains L in terms of
cPd' g'l and 8,
<1>d

L(cPd' g'll 0) =

f

o

dy
FJ (y, g'b 0)'

(30)

For the situation where the surface potential,
t/Jd' is much less than the thermal voltage, k'Ile,
one can make a small cPd (icPd I-s 0.2) expansion of
RJ(cPd, 8) and evaluate the resulting integral.
After some manipulation one arrives at the following:
'if,', = A</>d csch (AL),
(31)
</>(X)/cPd = sinh [A(L - X)] sinh (AL).

(32)

lh'UiI

t53

In the limit that cPd goes to 0, Eq. (32) becomes
exact, while for the semi-infinite system one gets
</>(X)/cPd =exp (-AX).
In the Gouy-Chapman limit one can integrate
Eq. (30) to give the result
1<1>1

dy

L(</>, 'if,'ll 0

= 0) =

f .h;? + 4 sinh? (y/2)
o

=

\:t1 F(sin-

l

[tanh

l

(I~I)

2

[1-4/'if,'?J1/ ).

(33)

Here F is the incomplete elliptic integral of the
first kind.!" From Eqs. (23) and (24), one sees
for 01' 0 that as IcPdl ~ 00, FJ diverges like IcPdI 1 / 2 •
Hence, for large potentials (lcPd I~ -In 8) L increases like l</>dI 1 / 2 • This is in sharp contrast to
the Gouy-Chapman result of Eq. (33), which
predicts the finite result L(cPd = 00, 'if,'ll 8 = 0) =
K(k). Here K is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind and k = [1- ('if,'?!4)J1/ 2 • Therefore,
the limit as 8 ~ 0 of L(icPd 1= 00, 'if,'ll 8) is not the
same as the limit as I<!>dl ~ 00 of L(cPd, 'if,'b S = 0).
This discontinuity is a direct consequence of the
finite size of the lattice defects. For 8> 0, defect
size restriction is built into the lattice gas distributions of Eq. (4) which, regardless of potential, never permit c;(x) to exceed Ns; If one goes
to the Gouy-Chapman limit, this is equivalent to
letting N = 00 and thus allows charge to accumulate without limit on a planar surface within the
material.
Georgiev, Martinov, and Ouroushev'r''? start
with the lattice gas distribution of Kliewer and
Koehler.'? They then make the conventional
Gouy-Chapman approximation and note that
L(<!>d = 00, g'll S = 0) is finite. From this fact they
attempt to construct periodic space charge waves
within the bulk. However, if they had retained
their original distribution functions, their spatial
period would diverge. In addition, they make a
major sign error in their analysis which causes
them to erronously conclude that in the GouyChapman limit their wave-like solutions are
thermodynamically stable. A more complete discussion of their calculation is given in Appendix

A.

Since X(<!>, 'if,'ll 0) = L(</>d' 'if,'ll S) - L(f/J, l'b 5) one
can invert Eq. (33) to eventually arrive at the
result true for the Gouy-Chapman limit,

</>(X) = In {dn(L - X, k)+(\~d)/2sn(L - X, kJ}.
dn(L - X, k) -(\JG,I/2)sn(L - X, k)
(34)

~I
i
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Here dn and sn are the usual Jacobi elliptic
functions." Essentially this result has been given
earlier by Franceschetti and Macdonald;" however, in Ref. 15 Eqs. (21) and (22) have an
incorrect factor of !, while Eq. (26) should have
a factor of 2 in the argument of the ctnh term. In
the present Eq. (34) the potential is given as a
function of Land Igl with <Pd being the value at
X = O. If <Pd and Igl (or <Pd and L) are known, the
remaining unknown, L (or Igl), is given implicitly
by the equation <p(0) = <Pd' For the semi-infinite
crystal (Igl = 0) the above analysis simplifies considerably to yield the result again true for the
Gouy-Chapman limit;"
<p(X) = 2 In {[I + exp (-X) tanh (<Pd/4)]

From Eq. (37) one sees in the dilute or GouyChapman limit for large and fixed L that the
charge on the ohmic electrode saturates at large
potentials. In contrast, for l<Pd I large enough the
effects of finite size contained in Eq. (38) for
8 > 0 cause jlgll to grow rapidly with increasing
I<pdl. These results simply reflect the fact that a
finite 8 (i.e., N not infinite) implies that a system
of length L can accommodate only so much bulk
charge Od' Hence, as one increases l<Pdl and
therefore 100 1, the excess charge necessary to
achieve equilibrium must reside on the ohmic
electrode.
The differential capacitance per unit area of a
fixed length, I, of bulk material with electrodes as
described above may be defined as

/[I-exp (-X) tanh (<Pd/4)]}. (34)'
From a small y expansion of RAY,8) in Eq.
(30) one obtains the asymptotic representation
that as L _

(41)

co
Igl

= g(<Pd' 0) exp (- AL);

(35)

the coefficient g is defined for sgn (r) = sgn (<Pd)
as
~d
g(<Pd, 0) =

!~~ 2M exp [A f Fj(Y~~' 0)].

where Cd == £B/47TLD. Here CDON is the normalized "diffuse double layer" differential
capacitance,

(aQo)

C DON = a<Pd

(36)

(42)

L'

t

For small I<pdl Eq. (36) gives g(<Pd' 0) = 2A<Pd in
agreement with Eq. (31). Simplification of Eq.
(36) also results for the following two cases:

= 0) = 8 tanh (<Pd/4),
g(<Pd' 0) = go«>, sgn (<Pd), J) x

g(<Pd, 8
l<Pd I» -In 0,

(37)

exp [A&(<Pd' 0)]. (38)
Here go is a function of 0 and the algebraic sign
of <Pd (but not of l<pd \) which has, in general, a
different form for Schottky and Frenkel systems.
The function & is defined as follows:
&(<Pd,8)=2J8x

JI<p,tl- Cs

for

JI<p,t1- c,

for

=s
J = f and <Pd > 0

~\<Pd\;L
!.

for

J= f and <Pd <0

Because 0 is assumed here to be a function of
temperature, but not of potential, it is implicit
that all variations are made at constant 8.
With the choice of <Pd and Igl as independent
variables rather than <Pd and L, CDON will consist
of two terms,
CDON(<Pd, 19b 0)

= Aj(<Pd, g'b 0) + Bj(<Pd' 19b 0)
(43)

with

J

and

(39)

with
c,=-ln[0(1-8)] }
c , -In [8( 1- 8/2)2]

=

[ ,./1-0] .

L=-ln 8 -2

The evaluation of the second factor in Eq. (44)
can be done in the standard manner,'?
(40)
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Hence, from Eq. (30) one obtains
140

A](cPd' '6'1> 8) = {[FJ(<Pd, '6'[,8)]2
<J>d

X

f

o

dy

The evaluation of Eq. (45)
and the results are

IS

8, 10·'
10.0

(47)

.

g

straight-forward

Bs(cPd, ~b 8) = (1- 8) sinh (<Pd)
X {Fs(<Pd' ~b 8)[1

<0

12.0

F

[F](y. '6'1> 8)]3

L =

8.0

u

6.0

4.0

+ Rs(<Pd, 8)]}-1 (48)

Bf(cPd' ~b 8) = {sinh (<Pd)
40

60

80

100

x [(1-8 f2f + 8(\-8) e-<J>d]
8(1-8)
8
[l-exp (-<Pd)]2}j

(49)

{Ff(<Pd' ~" 8)[1 + Rf(cPd' 8)]}.

From Eqs. (47) through (49) one sees that both
A] and B] can never be negative for 0:::5 8:::5 1. It
is apparent from Eqs. (23), (24), (48), and (49)
that B, and As are symmetric with respect to
change of sign of the potential, while A f and B,
are not. This latter asymmetry reflects the basic
asymmetry between Sl and S2 for Frenkel systems. In the strict Gouy-Chapman limit of 8 =
the expressions for COON become identical for
both Frenkel and Schottky systems, while for
small but finite 8 (8::5 0.1) the expressions are in
close agreement for positive potentials.

°

IV

DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITANCE
OF THE SEMI-INFINITE CRYSTAL

The case L = 00 corresponds to letting ~(= 0.
One then has A](<pd' 0, 8) '= 0, so that
COON(<Pd, L

°

= 00,8) = BJ(<Pd, ~I = 0,8)

(50)

The expressions given by Eqs. (48) and (49) for
'jgl =
agree with our earlier work! on semiinfinite systems.
Plots of COON VS <Pd for Frenkel systems with
L == 00 and various values of 8 are given in Figure
1. At these values of 8 one could not distinguish
the right half of the symmetric Schottky curves
from the positive potential portions of the results
shown here.
The general "two-humped" shape of these
curves is characteristic of both Frenkel and

FIGURE 1 Plots of the normalized diffuse layer differential
capacitance vs normalized potential for a semi-infinite Frenkel system. The various curves are for different values of the
bulk fractional defect concentration.

Schottky systems for 0 not exceeding about 0.1.
In fact by a rather straight-forward analysis one
can characterize the qualitative features of COON
as a function of cPd and 8 for L == 00.
Making a large cPd (/cPd Ic=: - 2 In 8) expansion of
Eqs. (48) and (49) leads one to the following
asymptotic result:
BJ(<Pd, ~l

= 0,8) = [gAcPd' 8)]-1

(51)

where ~ is given by Eq. (39). The feature for
Frenkel systems that COON (-lcPd I, g'1 = 0,8) = J2
COON(i<Pdl, 'jg( == 0, 8) is quite well obeyed in the
region IcPlc=: -21n 8. Furthermore, for small
8 (8::5 0.1) all three expressions in Eq. (40) reduce to c - -In 8. The decrease in COON like
IcPd JlI2 for large potentials is interpreted I to be
due to a build-up of a region of constant charge
density extending from X == to a point inside
the bulk material. The length of this region increases like l<PdI 1l2 •
Probably the most prominent feature of the
curves in Figure 1 are the two local maxima
located to the left and right of 4>d = O. If Eq. (51)
is extrapolated beyond its domain of validity,
one might guess that these maxima occur at
approximately 4>d == ±In o. While this guess has
the right qualitative features as (j varies from 0
to 1, it underestimates the actual location of the
maxima by about fifteen to twenty per cent. In
addition, using these estimates, one would predict from Eqs. (48) and (49) that the maximum
value of COON at positive potential is approximately 0.300/J5. However, from the numerical

°
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analysis which led to Figure 1, the right-most
maximum is well approximated by 0.319/~.
To obtain a more accurate location of the
maxima one should look at the zeroes of
aCVON/a<Pd IL=ooo From Eq. (45) one sees that
j)
Bj(<Pd, 'jgl = 0,8) = !sgn (<Pd) (iJR
iJ<Pd
x [1 + Rj(<Pd, 8)]-1[8 In [1 + Rj(<Pd, 8)]-1/2. (52)

A little manipulation of Eq. (52) soon confirms
the identity,

aCVONI
1
~ L=oo =Fj(<Pd, 'jgl = 0,8)
I

aR

j

(Xl,

-1

8)]2

Therefore, at any potential
(aCvoN/iJL)/L=oo vanishes, one has

(Xl,

X {2S[l
X [1 +21n

S) =

(56)

This of course is just the familiar GouyChapmanv" expression derived in earlier
work. 1.18
Taken together, Eqs. (51), (55) and (56) allow
one to "sketch" CVON vs <Pd for small 5 without
any detailed calculation based on Eq. (50). However, what is measured experimentally is Cvo.
From Eqs. (41) and (7) one sees that
2

x [1 + 21n (1 + Rj(<Pd, S))]}.

= <Pm' L =

= 00,8 = 0) = cosh (~d).

Be

x { 215 iJ<p~ [1 + Rj(<Pd, 8)]

COON(<Pd

CVON(<Pd, L

..je N
Cvo = 27TkT (../8 CVON)'

2

- [CVON(<Pd' L =

expansion of Eq. (50) gives for both Frenkel and
Schottky systems the symmetric result,

<Pm

(53)

where

[a2R;\ <l>d=<I>m
'Ja;;;t

The first factor is a rather showly varying function of temperature, while the second exhibits
the explicit 5 dependence. In Figure 2
.fS CVON(<Pd, L = 00,8) is plotted vs <Pd for a
Frenkel system and three values of 8. These
curves show that the measured differential
capacitance is not nearly as sensitive a function
of 8 as Figure 1 might have indicated. For a
given material the variation with temperature of
Cv o VS <Pd would be different from that indicated

+ Rj(<Pm, 8)]
(1 + Rj(<Pm, S»)]}-1/2.

(54)

0.5,.--------------------,

Equation (54) is of course less general than Eq.
(50) but with Eq. (50) provides an implicit transcendental equation for the location of <Pm. One
can solve this equation for 15« 1 and exp (l<Pd D»
1. The result is that I<Pm I== In [siP/8], where i = 1
for maxima at positive potential, and i = 2 for
the negative potential maxima. The number p ==
2.51286242 is the positive root of the transcendental equation, X = 21n [1 + X]. These results
for <Pm' when inserted into either Eq. (50) or
(54), give (siP/2S)1I2/(l +p)==0.3191(sJS)1/2 as
the approximate value of CVON at <Pm. Thus, for
i> < 10- 2 the maximum values of CVON are well
approximated by the formula

C

0.319

---x

VON -.JS

{JS;. for the right most maximum
.JS; for

the left most maximum.
(55)

Fori>:< 0.1 there is a region between the maxo exp (l<Pd \) is small. Making a small 5

FIGURE 2 Plots of the normalized diffuse layer differential
capacitance multiplied by J5 vs normalized surface potential
for a semi-infinite Frenkel system at different bulk fractional
defect concentrations. The unnormalized differential capacitance is given by .JeBe 2 N/2TTkT x (J5CV O N ) ' where the symbols are explained in Section II of the text.
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LATIICE GAS TREATMENT OF IONIC DISORDER

by Figure 2 because of the temperature dependence of J £B/T. However, for the same N, £B and
temperature, Figure 2 illustrates how the measured differential capacitance might change with
various materials having different bulk defect
concentrations.
One can understand several features of Figure
2 directly from Eqs. (51) and (55). For large l<Pd I
all of the curves converge to JS;/2~, while at
its maximum values J8 CDON approaches
0.32JS;. Here Sl and Sz refer to the positive and
negative potential parts of the curve, respectively.
For most physical systems where the continuum lattice gas treatment might be expected
to be appropriate, the relevant values of 8 are
small.' However, for completeness and to see the
full implications of the model, the regime where
8 tends to 1 is discussed in Appendix B.

V

Hence, from Eq. (42) one deduces the limiting
result that
CDON(cf>d = 0, L, 8) = A coth (AL).

Equations (30) and (43) together give an implicit
(through
g't)
for
calculating
equation
CDON(<Pd, L, 8). As with the L = 00 case, for cf>d =
o and 8 small enough, the calculated CDON for
Frenkel and Schottky systems become identical.
Furthermore, because of the Schottky symmetry
relation Sl = Sz, one has CDON(cf>d, L, 8) =
CDON(-<Pd' L, 8) for such systems.
From Eqs. (30) and (27) it is apparent that as
g't ~ 00, L ~ cf>d/g'f, while a similar analysis if Eq.
(47) reveals that A](<pd' g'f, 8) ~ g'Z/cf>d' Furthermore, from Eqs. (48) and (49) one sees that as
g't ~ 00, B](<Pd' g'f, 8) = O(l/\g't1). The 0 notation
used here is the standard one.!? Hence, B] tends
to 0 while A] (and therefore CDON) tends to 1/L.
This is of course just the normalized geometric
capacitance, CgN == (£B/47T1)/Cd , which should
dominate for sufficiently small L. In some sense,
one might then say that A] contains the finitelength part of the differential capacitance, while
B] represents the behavior of the diffuse layer.
However, such a division is both arbitrary and
misleading since it fails to recognize that at intermediate values of g'l (ie., L) both terms contribute. For the case of very small \<Pd \ one can use
a more direct approach. By combining Eqs. (28)
and (31) one has for fixed L as <Pd tends to O that
(57)

(58)

this agrees with earlier workl5.l6.Z0 on the GouyChapman limit where A = 1. The fact that
CDON(<Pd = 0, L = 00,8) = A is also seen from the
results of Appendix B.
From Eq. (35) one sees that as g'1 tends to 0, L
diverges like In [g(<Pd' 8)/I~"]IJA. In this same
small 19'tI limit one determines from Eqs. (47),
(48) and (49) that
I1CN(cf>d' L, 8) == CDON(<Pd, L, 8)
-CDON(cf>d,L=oo, 8)

~I
= F](<Pd' 0, 8)

[

x

(59)

]2

[A _CDON (cf>d; L= 8)]
00,

+O(~).

DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITANCE
OF FINITE CRYSTALS

0 0 = A<Pd coth (AL).
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(60)

From Eqs. (31), (35), (37), (38), (51) and (56)
one obtains the following asymptotic representations for large L:
<Pd

~

0 I1CN(cf>d, L, 8)=2A exp (-2AL)

(61)

11 CN(cf>d' L, 8 = {)=4[1-~ cosh (cf>d/2)]
x [cosh (cf>d/4)f4 exp (-2L)

(62)

l<Pdl» -In 8, I1CN(<Pd, L, 8) = [go(8, sgn (<Pd), 1)]2
x P](cf>d' 8)[A-

2g,(~d'

8J

xexp{-2A[L-g,(cf>d,8)]},

(63)

where
1

--P](<pd,8)=8x

\cf>d 1- c.
1

for

for
Icf>d 1-c,
1
for
2[I<pdl- c ]

I

1=s

1 = f, <Pel > 0
1 = f, <Pel <0.
(64)

It is easily verified that Eq. (61) agrees with Eq.
(58), while for large potentials the GouyChapman limit of Eq. (62) tends to -16
exp (-2L -1<Pd/21>. From Eqs. (60) through (62)
one can see how, at fixed large L, changes in 5 or
<Pd will affect the approach of COON to its limiting semi-infinite value.

I
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FIGURE 3 Plots of the normalized diffuse layer differential
capacitance of a Frenkel system us crystal length, normalized
in units of Debye length for different normalized surface
potentials, cPd' For J) = 8.599 X 10- 6 the continuous and
single-dashed curves represent positive and negative cf>d' respectively, while the dash-dot-dash curves are the GouyChapman limit for which 8 = O. The normalized geometric
capacitance is given by C. N = IlL.

,,'.'
"

In Figures 3 through 6 plots of C DON vs L for
fixed cf>d and 5 are shown for a Frenkel system.
Each figure is for a different value of 5, while the
values of <Pd are indicated on the graph. For
Frenkel systems, as before, there is an asymmetry between positive and negative potentials,

L
FIGURE 5 Plots of the normalized diffuse layer differential
capacitance of a Frenkel system us crystal length. normalized
in units of Debye length for different values of cPd. and
8 = 0.1.

and the latter are shown as dotted lines in the
figures. The choice of 5 for Figure 3 is appropriate for an AgCl crystal (a typical Frenkel material) at T = 500 K. 1 The "dash-dot-dash" curves
of Figure 3 are plots of CDON(cf>d, L, 5 = 0). For
l<pd 1:5 8 this Gouy-Chapman limit can not be
distinguished (on this graph) from the corresponding 5 = 8.599 X 10-6 results. For the three
smallest values of 5, the associated Schottky

10.0

-----------40 T

GOON

1.0
---epd >0
----- epd < a

--epd> 0
-----epd < 0

L

FIGURE 4 Plots of the normalized diffuse layer differential
capacitance of a Frenkel system us crystal length, normalized
in units of Debye length for different values of cf>d and
8"" l.Ox 10- 3 •

1.0

L

10.0

FIGURE 6 Plots of the normalized diffuse layer differential
capacitance of a Frenkel system us crystal length, normalized
in units of Debye length for different values of cf>d and
8=0.5.
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LATIICE GAS TREATMENT OF IONIC DISORDER

curves are also indistinguishable from the positive potential Frenkel ones. For 0 = 0.5, the
Schottky cPd = 1.0 and cPd = a curves have an
L = 00 intercept below the corresponding Frenkel
results by 0.02 and 0.08 respectively; however,
by L = 1.0, the Frenkel and Schottky values have
merged.
All four figures illustrate the approach to the
normalized geometric capacitance, C gN = 1/L, for
sufficiently small L. The relative ordering of the
curves with respect to cPd as 8 varies is a reflection of going from the "two-humped" (Figures 3
through 5) to the "one-humped" (Figure 6) behavior of the L = 00 curves discussed in Section
IV. Also apparent for Frenkel systems in all four
factor of .J2 between
figures
is the
COON (-lcPdI, L, 8) and CooNClcPdl, L, 0) for IcPdl»
-ln8.
The approach of COON to its L = 00 asymptotic
limit is clearly seen. Many of the qualitative
features of this approach can be explained by
Eqs. (61) through (64). For example, if 8 =
8.599 X 10-6 Eq. (62) predicts that COON(cPd =
10, L, 8) attainst its L = 00 value at a smaller L
then COON(cPd = 7, L, 8). This is confirmed in
Figure 3. Similarly, Eq. (63) explains why for
0= 0.5, the cPd = 30 curve "turns up" at a larger
L than either the curves at smaller IcPd I or cPd =
-30.
From Eq. (51) for IcPdl large and increasing
one has that COON (cPd, L = 00,8) tends to a like
IcPd 1- 1/ 2 , so that the transition to CgN must occur
at increasingly larger L just as Eq. (63) predicts.
Thus at large IcPd \ the lattice gas statistics implicit
in Eq. (63) have a marked effect on the adequacy
of approximating the diffuse differential capacitance by its intrinsic semi-infinite limit. For example, in the Gouy-Chapman limit with cPd = 30,
\ACN(cPd' L, 8 = O)/COON(cPd, L = 00, {) = 0)1 is less
than 3.02 x 10-4 for all L larger than 3 x 10-4 • In
contrast, from Figures 3, 5, and 6 one sees that
for this same potential and 8 having the values
8.60 x 10- 6 , 10-\ and 0.5, that COON has already begun to "break away" from its L = 00
limit for L as large as 0.04, 1.4, and 9.0, respectively. This difference for large IcPd I in the nature
of the transition of COON to its semi-infinite
t Of course. it is in general not true that for finite L that
can have equality between CDON(<!>d' L, 0) and
COON (<!>d' L = "', 0). However, for a given positive number E
one can define L E <<!>d' 0), such that whenever L> LE ,
!dCN(<!>d' L, 0)1 < E. Thus the above comparisons are made at
small but finite e.
one
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value is another reflection of the build-up of a
region of constant charge density. When the
length of this region becomes comparable to the
overall length of the crystal, large deviations
from semi-infinite behavior are to be expected.
This connection is illustrated by a comparison
between Figure 4 and Figure 11 of Ref. I, where
a plot of normalized charge density vs X for a
Frenkel system at 0 = 10- 3 is presented.
As a rough approximation for large IcPd I, one
might expect the semi-infinite result to be valid
until BJ(cPd, ~l = 0,8) becomes comparable to
CgN • From Eq. (51) this gives a transition length
equal to &(cPd, 8).
In summary, over the range of both {) and cPd
presented in Figures 3 through 6 a length of
about L = 10 is required to validate the semiinfinite approximation to the differential capacitance.
Probably one of the most surprising features of
Figures and 4 is the existence of a distance l-e
where at fixed cPd and 8, CDON(cPd, L, S) has a
minimum. These minima only become apparent
at small 0 (8 -s 10- 2 ) and potential in the range
-In 82: IcPd 12: 3. Thus, in some sense, they are an
aspect present only in the Gouy-Chapman limit.
In this limit one can determine precisely the
smallest IcPd I necessary for a minimum to occur.
From Eq. (62) one sees that at large L, ACN will
be negative and thus CDON as a function of L
must have a minimum, if and only if IcPdl>
2 In [.J'5+2]=2.8873. A detailed consideration
of aCooN/aL 1<1>. in Appendix C shows that in the
Gouy-Chapman limit of 8 exp (lcPd i)« 1, one has
the following approximation valid for IcPd 12: 6:

3

Lo=lcPdl
AC (A. L
N 'I'd,

~

0, u

~r(l~di) exp (-lcPdl/ 2)

= 0) _

(65)

-exp (lcPdll2)
2

x{I-[v'1 +1r(lcPdi)+[r(\cPd!)r / 2/(J2lcPdIJJ
/[1 +!d!<bdl)]}

(66)

where

r(x)=

G-3)+~(~-3r+x.

(67)

From Eq. (56) one has in this regime that the
ratio -ACN(cPd' L o, S = O)/CDOIAcPd, L zx: x, S = 0)
is just the term in the braces of Eq. (66). Even if
{) is small enough so that S exp (\<bd 1>« 1. at large
potentials Eq. (65) gives unphysical results when
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TABLE I
Calculated location and depth of minima of diffuse differential capacitance of an
AgCl crystal at different temperatures and potentials. The first column gives the
temperature and some temperature dependent parameters.

T=350K
li =6.67 10-9
L o =2.58x10 3 A
Cd = 0.0427 fJ-F/cm 2

T=273K

s =8.09x 10- 12
L D = 6.56 x 10

4

A

l/Jd
volts

7
10

0.211
0.302

0.708
3.17

4.30x102
1.01 x 10 2

-0.1342
-0.2291

7
10
13

0.165
0.235
0.306

0.0280
0.125
0.561

1.09 x 10 4
2.58 x 10 3
6.15x10 2

-0.1342
-0.2291
-0.3006

20
25

0.345
0.431

0.0806
0.982

4.92 x 10 3
4.40 10 2

-0.4131
-0.4672

Coo(L=oo)
fJ-F/cm 2

Cd = 1.69 x 1O-3/-LF/cm2

T=200K

s = 1.12x 10- 16

10

<Pd

A

ACN(Lo)J
CooN(L=oo)

L o =0.151 em
Cd = 7.32 x 10- 6/-LF/cm2

' 0 s L o X LD becomes comparable to the crystal
lattice spacing. At such small distances any result
based on a continuum treatment makes little
sense.
Using data appropriate for AgCI! the transition from the intrinsic diffuse differential capacitance associated with the semi-infinite crystal to
the minimum at finite length described by Eqs.
(65) and (66) is presented in Table I. As can be
seen, the drop in CDO from its semi-infinite
value can be appreciable. Furthermore, the values of 10 and CD O seem large enough so that this
effect would be measurable. In addition for the
temperatures given, L D seems large enough to
justify a continuum approach, while 8 is small
enough to validate the Gouy-Chapman limit for
the potentials considered. If such effects are not
observed, this may reflect the inadequacy of ignoring detailed microscopic (Coulombic) interactions even at the small concentrations considered
here.
One problem which should be noted is that t{!d
can not be measured or controlled directly, and,
in general,' the potential drop across the diffuse
material is much less than the applied (left electrode) potential. Similarly, changes in the total
differential capacitance of the electrode plus
diffuse region can be somewhat insensitive to
changes in CD O • 1
The effect of lattice gas restrictions as seen in
Figures 3 through 6 is to begin supressing these
length-dependent minima as l<Pd I becomes comparable to -In 8. For finite 8 and l<Pd I large

enough, the approach of CDON to CgN is essentially monotonic, and as noted in the discussion
of Eqs. (62) and (63) the transition from intrinsic
to manifestly length-dependent CDON occurs at
much larger values of L than the GouyChapman model predicts.
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Appendix A
STABILITY OF SPACE CHARGE
WAVES IN THE GOUY-CHAPMAN
LIMIT
In their recent work" Georgiev, Martinov and
Ouroushev (hereafter referred to as GMO) construct periodic space charge wave solutions to
the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Eq. (13) in the
Gouy-Chapman limit). They conclude, for particular values of the spatial period or
"wavelength", that such waves are thermodynamically stable and should lead to an ordered condensation of charged defects within the
bulk of the material. While they claim that their
analysis is valid for both intrinsic and impurity
situations, we limit our discussion to the former.
The basic starting point of the GMO analysis
is to ignore the lattice gas restrictions on defect
size and to consider that the 0 ~ 0 limit is valid
everywhere in the crystal regardless of the magnitude of the electrostatic potential. The normalized Poisson-Boltzmann equation is given by

d 2cf>
-=sinh(,I..).
dX 2
'f'
If one requires a solution which
X = L, one is led, as in Section II, to
an additional boundary condition
cf>(O) == cf>d = 00. They then correctly
the solution is given by

(Al)
vanishes at
Eq. (34). As
GMO take
deduce that

cf>(X)=ln{[l+en(X, k)]/[I-en(X, k)]
= 2ln {en(X/2, k)/[sn(X/2, k)dn(X/2, k)]},
(A2)
where as before en, sn, and dn are Jacobi elliptic
functions 14 and

The solution given by Eq. (A2) diverges like

-2In(X) as X~O and like 2In(2L-X) as
X ~ 2L. As was shown in Section II, for cf>d = 00
one has that L = K(k), with K the complete
Jacobi elliptic function. Now, the largest domairr" over which one can find a real-valued
solution to Eq. (AI) which diverges at X = 0 is
the open interval 0 < X < 2L. However, GMO,
by extending Eq. (A2) to the complex variable
Z == X + iY, obtain a solution of the differential
equation d 2cf>/dZ2 = sinh (cf». The solution is a
doubly-periodic meromorphic function (i.e., an
elliptic function in the most general sense/")
which
has
poles
at
Zm" = 2mK(k)+
i2nK([I- k 2 ] 1/2), where m and n run over all
integer values. Hence, along the real (X) axis
this is an analytic continuation of Eq. (A2) with a
period, A, equal to 4 K(k). At the singularities,
2mK(k), the potential cf> is "seemingly continuous" with cf>(2mK(k)-e) = cf>(2mK(k) + e) for
all e in the interval O<e<2K(k), while dct>/dX
is
discontinuous,
with
ct>'(2mK(k) + e) =
-ct>'(2mK(k) - e). According to GMO the origin
of these singularities is in the point charge
character of the defect distribution functions,
and they expect that finite size effects will result
in a "cut-off" of the singular potentials. However, if they had kept the original lattice gas
distributions of Kliewer and Koehler;'? which
embody finite size restrictions, then, as was
shown in Section II, the wavelength of their
periodic structure would be infinite. The material
would then exhibit no periodic space charge
wave behavior at all.
Despite the above objections, one might still
feel that these space charge wave calculations
have some merit, and may indeed be a first
approximation in describing physical phenomena
within a bulk ionic material. In fact, if <b(X) as
given by Eq. (A2) leads to a lower energy than
the conventional solution, where cf> is zero in the
bulk (corresponding in our notation to Kliewer
and Koehler's bulk potential of ct>",), then their
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calculation might have some validity. Unfortunately, this, is.not the case. In their calculation of
the. free; energy, GMO make an error in going
.their. Eq. (32) to their Eq. (34). Essentially,
over a wavelength of their space charge waves,
they deduce that
1\

1\

J-(~~
0

[cf> sinh cf> 1dX =

"I

~:

r

J
o

dX;

£{[exp (cP )/t1(eP, 0)]
- [exp (-cP )/ t2 ( cP, <5)]}

-8"1 In {t (<1>,0)/[1- a]}

-i

(A3)

[a:"\V(/)l/(kTc(j£r;)

:,·;:d~()~n~:"LQs~s - 20sm In {4/[1- (Osrf]}

+ In [(1 + Qsr)/(1- Osr)]}

L

+Jj~(~(X),5) dX.

fB (cP, 5) ==

1

\j:Utfor real .~; the/first integral is positive definite, while the second is negative definite. Hence,
Eq. (A3) is true only for cf> = O. The error made
bygMOwas in their assumption that the surface
termwhic~ appea~s on the right hand side of Eq.
(A3) is "•.zero ;.• due' to periodicity. However, the
discontinuity in dcf>/ dX causes this term to diverge to. +00. Thus, instead of being ther"<~'."'modynamicallY stable compared to the bulk
charge neutrality state, GMO's space charge
waves are inherently unstable.
I~; our earlier paper, 1 we presented a treat~en!based()n Poeppel and Blakely's" model of
surfa~e c~arge in terms of surface kink sites in an
ionic'crystal having Frenkel disorder. Following
the./~otatiog of that paper and, in particular of its
Appendix~A,·" one finds that inserting the
minimizing distributions (i.e., the lattice gas distri~lltions);. back .i~to .the expression for the free
energ)'":(~q.(Al) of Ref. 1) gives the following
result::::. "\ . "

. --:2(Om.Z Ol){cf>s

Finally, fB is given by

(A4)

()

Here G is the Gibbs free energy per unit area at
constant temperature and pressure; W(l) is the
bin~ing~nergyoLthe defect-free crystal; Om is
~~e" ~.?rmalized blocking electrode charge density;Osisthenormalized surface layer charge
density; OSItt is the normalized maximum allowed
surlaceJayer'~h~rge density; cf>m is the norpalized potential of the left (blocking) electrode;
arid cf>s is the normalized surface layer potential.
addition one has 0 1 = -g'l and Osr = Os/Osm'

ln {t2 (cP, 0)/[ 1- (<5/S2 )]}, (AS)

where

h (cf>, 5) == 1 + 5 [exp (cf> ) - 11
t2(cf>, 5)= 1 + (5/s 2 )[exp (-cf»-l].

(A6)

In Eq. (A4), the term G - W(l) represents the
free energy change caused by the presence of the
defects.
Now, if we confine our attention to the GouyChapman limit, one has the following simplification,
ta (cf>, S = 0) = cf> sinh (cf» - 2 cosh (cf».

(A7)

To make connection to the work of GMO we
consider the material in zero external field, so
Om = O, = o. Then Eq. (A4) reduces to the following,

[G - W(l)]/(kTcoLv

)

= -Oscf>s -20sm In {4/[1-(Osrf]}
00

+ Jta(<!>(X), 8 =0) dX.

(A8)

o
The term involving Q sm is the energy associated with the particular kink site model we
employed; apart from this term, Eq. (A8) is
essentially equivalent to Eq. (9) given by GMO
in Ref. 4. The bulk or large X behavior of the
potential affects the free energy through the integral term. It is elementary to show that

atBI =L":'---:"'~(2n)(cf»2n+l
-acf> B~O
(2n + 1)!
co

(A9)

n=1

This means that

afB I

dcf>

B=O

=sgn (cf»

la-acf>tBI I;
5=0

hence, tB(cf> = 0, S = 0) is the absolute minimum
of fB(cf>, 0). Thus, a potential which tends to zero
in the interior of the material always gives a

Iii' ~--=t f t:

<

terfN1 's-- t~ t'Mttrih b h:iihhF' ].1"'

'r"'t -"'-UfHHtrlidHh'.M'H"HHfjUHWlfUP"TWWPnp.yPTWUZU'I'p'lDaUUlulD'mpVP.·• •
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lower free energy than any other solution of the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. In particular, the
space charge waves of GMO even with Some
cut-off of their singular potentials, would give a
very large positive free energy change. Thus as
stated previously, such space charge waves are
thermodynamically unstable. A zero potential of
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course corresponds (d. Eq. (18) of this work) to
a net charge density of zero. Hence, the result
shown above that <P should be zero in the bulk of
the crystal, is consonant with the original conclusion of Kliewer and Koehler that "electrical
neutrality within the bulk of the crystal is a
consequence of thermal equilibrium.:"?

Appendix B
DIFFUSE DIFFERENTIAL
CAPACITANCE FOR LARGE BULK
DEFECT CONCENTRAnONS

The large {) behavior of Schottky defect systems is quite different. From Eqs. (23) and (50)
one sees that for small <Pd'

The purpose of this appendix is to investigate the
behavior of the diffuse differential capacitance of
semi-infinite Schottky and Frenkel systems for
large bulk fractional defect concentration, 8. For
Frenkel systems a detailed small <Pd expansion of
Eq. (50) yields the result that

COON

COON(<Pd, L = 00,8) = .Jl-~8

X[1

8:~~:)<Pd+0(<p~)l

(Bl)

Hence as {) tends to 1, one has that COON(<Pd = 0,
L = 00,8) tends to ~. For large <Pd' however, COON
still falls off proportional to 18<pd \-1 /2. The result
is that the two maxima present for small 8 converge to a single maximum at about {) = 0.2. This
single maximum is located at a small (I<Pd 1< 2)
negative potential which tends to 0 as {) tends to
1. As 8 increases beyond 0.9 two maxima again
appear. One is still at about <Pd = 0, and the
second is at a negative potential whose distance
from <Pd = 0 increases as {) tends to 1. To understand these phenomena one need only look at
Eqs. (51) and (40). As {) approaches 1, it is
apparent that c, goes to In 4, while c., diverges
like -1/21n (1- 8). Therefore, for /) close to 1,
one expects to see a maximum at <Pd =
OOn [1- 8]). In the extreme limit of {) == 1, this
secondary maximum has disappeared (moved out
to -00), and one is left with the symmetric curve
described by

Bf(<Pd' g'1 = 0,8 = 1) =

1

.J-

2 2

xjtanh (cPd/2)1/{ln [cosh (<pd2)]P/2. (B2)

(<Pd' L

x

= 00, s = J1=5

{I +3(idr[~-8(1-8)]+0(<P~)}'

(B3)

Thus, in contrast to Frenkel systems <Pd == 0 is
either a maximum or a minimum of COON' From
Eq. (59) one sees that for 0<8<!-1/.J12=
0.2113248, the origin is a local minimum. This
corresponds to the "double-humped" curves of
Figure 1. For

!-I/m<{) <!+ l/m=0.7886572
one has an absolute maximum (single hump) at
<Pd = O. Finally, for! + INTI < 8 < I, the doublehumped pattern returns. Because only the combination 8(1- 8) appears in Eq. (23), the shape
of the COON versus <Pd curves for Schottky systems is symmetric about 8 =!. In fact it is not
difficult to show from Eq. (50) that for a
Schottky system

COON(<Pd, L = 00,5)
COON(<Pd = 0, L = 00,8)
COON(tPd,L=oo, 1-5)
COON(<Pd =0, L = 00 I-li( (B4)
Hence, a plot of COON VS <Pd fOT an L =00
Schottky system with 5 = 1 - E would be identical
in shape to a similar curve for fJ == e, with !. ~ r >
O. As predicted from Eq. (25), the fJ == I limit
for Schottky systems gives the rather uninteresting results that B I (tPd' ~,' 0 == 1) == 0 and
AI (<Pd, ~I' {) = 1) == 1/ L.

iit1j
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Appendix C
LOCATION OF LENGTH-DEPENDENT
MINIMA IN THE DIFFERENTIAL
CAPACITANCE
For <f>d and 8 fixed a necessary condition that
COON(<f>d, L, 0) has a minimum as a function of L
is that (aCooN/aL)I4>d = O. Treating cPd and g'l as
the independent variables, then one has

j(aL)4>.'
aCOON)4>. = (aCOON)
(aL
~ 4>.

(C1)

ag'l

If one defines the following integrals

Ij(cPd, ~(, 8; a)==sgn (<f>d)
4>d

x

I

dY
[In [1 + Rj(Y, 0)]
2]CX'
a
8
+g'l

a minimum would in general involve more computation than an implicit calculation of CDON VS
L such as was performed in generating the data
of Figures 3 through 6. However, as these figures
indicate, the minima occur at small L (large g'1)'
Hence if one assumes that
c"o)2 In [1 + Rj(cPd, 8)]
(61 »
,
8

then the integrals can be approximated by their
2cx
upper bounds as Ij(cPd, g'f, 0; ex) = I<f>d 1/1g'r1 and,
for fixed <Pd and 8, the zeroes of Eq. (C5) occur
approximately for g'? which satisfies
[

1 + 3 In [1+ R A <f>d, 8 )]] l<f>dl_(3 (A. 8)
s (g'?f
1~13] 'I'd,

(C2)

cP~ [

X

then Eqs. (30) and (47) can be expressed as
L(cPd' g'(, 8) = Ij(cPd, g'(, 8;!)

(C3)

A] (cPd' g'f, 0) = {Ij(<f>d' g'f, 8;~)
X Fj(<f>d, g'b 8)2}-1. (C4)
After some manipulation on Eqs. (30), (48),
(49), and (C3) one arrives at the result
_
. 3 -3
(aCOON)
et: 4>. - -[Ij(<f>d' g'b 8, 2)]
X Fj(cPd,

g'(, 0)-2 X {3Ij(<f>d, g'f, 8; ~)

-2Ij(cPd' g'f, 0; ~)Fj(<f>d' g'f, 8)-2
- Bj(cP'h g'f, o)[Ij(<f>d' g'b 8; ~)Y}.

(C5)

In the limit of IcPd 1« 1, one can make the usual
small cPd expansion of Rj(<f>d, 8) and evaluate the
resulting integrals. After some calculation one
finds that
aCOON) =_g'2/cP2
( aL <1>"
I
d·

The validity of this result depends only on IcPd I
being small and is true for all g'l' In particular,
from Eq. (31) one sees in the limit of cPd going to
o that (c;gd<f>,1)2 = A2 csch? (AL), so that the above
asymptotic expression for aCooN/aL agrees with
Eq. (58). At <f>'l and 8 fixed, to use Eq. (C5) to
find directly the value ~ (La) at which COON has

19'?1 5 1 +

In [1 + RAcPd' 8)]]1/2 - 0 (C6)
0(~)2
- ,

where
(3j(cPd' 8) == Bj(cPd, g'(, 0) IF](cPd' g'b 0)1· (C7)

In the limit that In [1 + Rj(cPd, 8)]/0 (g'?)2 « 1, one
gets the result that
2
g'? = sgn (cPd)[(3](cPd, 0) IcPd 1]1/ .
(C8)
To investigate the consistency of this approxim~
tion, it is necessary to know under what conditions (values of cPd and 8) it is true that In [1 +
R](cPd' 8)]/[0(3](cPd, 0) IcPdl] is small compared to
1. As cPd tends to 0, this ratio tends to l.
Similarly for IcPd Ic: -In 8 the desired inequality is
not satisfied. For cPd in the range IcPd I c: 6 and
8 exp (lcPd \)« 1 one has that
In [1 + R](cPd' 0)]
O(3](cPd' 0) IcPd I

2
IcPd I

So in the Gouy-Chapman limit with IcPd Ic: 6, Eq.
(C8) gives at least a qualitative estimate of~. In
this limit one has that

While accurate to within about 10% for IcPd I c: 25
(assuming of course that 8 exp (lcPd D« 1), Eq.
(C9) needs improvement for smaller potentials.
In the GouY-Chapman limit Eq. (C6) reduces to
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the following:
[1 + 3 exp (I<pd \)]
( ~)2
I
(~??
l<Pd I exp (l<Pd I) [1 + exp (l<Pd \)]1/2 = 0

2

~~2

(Cl0)
•

By expanding the square root, one has as an
approximation to Eq. (Cl0) an equation quadratic in (~)2. Upon taking the positive root one
obtains the result that

~?=Sgn(<pd)~r<l~d\)exp <I<Pdl/2),

(Cll)

where r(x) is defined by Eq. (67). By approximating Eq. (C3) as l<Pd/~I, La is given by Eq.
(65). In the limit of very large l<Pd I, r(l<pd \) tends
to l<Pdl and Eqs. (C9) and (Cll) become identical. To estimate t..CN(<Pd, La, 0 = 0) one first
notes that
I r(l<pd \)
FJ(<Pd'~' 0 = O)=sgn (<Pd)exp (l<Pdl/ 2)
+-2-.'

Vi
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Hence, if one approximates IJ(<pd'~' s; ~) by
\<Pd\l\~?\3, Eq. (66) follows directly from Eqs. (48)
and (C4).
Comparison of the results of Eqs. (65) and
(66) with a detailed numerical determination of
the minima reveals that Eq. (65) is accurate to
within 1.2% for l<Pd \ ~ 7 with the discrepancy less
than 0.33% by l<Pdl = 25. The agreement of Eq.
(66) is not quite as good, being only 14.7% at
l<Pd 1= 7. However, by l<Pd 1= 25 the difference is
less than 0.3%.
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